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                     “Cleared Hot” 

                       By Lon Holtz 

In the last several newsletters we have attempt-

ed to show how and when our Association began.  

Jerry has continued to offer a few more facts of 

past history on our little bird and its outstanding 

record, which YOU built.  But even now, long 

after our aircraft have been retired, or in the ser-

vice of allied air forces, the concept and use of a 

dedicated aircraft for close air support continues.  

Those same government and Air Force officials 

who tried very hard back in 1966 to deep-six this 

requirement couldn’t get past the record that  

every one of you had a hand in developing and 

setting the stage for a dedicated CAS aircraft.  It 

didn’t take long to adjust their thinking.  And, 

when we closed down our operations in 1975, the 

first A-10s came into service in 1976.  The com-

bat records they set closely matched or exceeded 

ours, notably in the Balkans with interdiction and 

in the Middle East where they played a pivotal 

role in defeating the Iraqi army, especially along 

the “Highway of Death.”  As Iraq air operations 

waned, repeated attempts to mothball the A-10 

fleet fell on deaf ears.  The bird has had several 

modifications to keep it in projected service until 

2040.  Additionally, our service is seriously look-

ing at a follow-on jet CAS bird being built and 

tested by Cessna named the Scorpion. 

  When the A-10 was put into service here in the 

U.S., my faithful wingman “Tonto” developed a  

(Continued on p. 3) 

Fifty years ago this month, 

on 15 August 1967 to be exact, a three-ship formation of A-37As 

took off from Bien Hoa, the first of 15,000 combat sorties to be 

logged by the 604th ACS over the next twelve months.  A pretty 

decent record I’d say,  and that is 

what we’re remembering with our 

upcoming reunion at Rapid City, 

14 - 17 September.  Haven’t been 

able to find out who flew or which 

tail numbers were used on that first 

combat sortie, so if anybody       

knows, please let me know.  

On page 3 is an update on the planning for Rapid City, including 

a few reminders from chief scheduling coordinator Judy Grahn, a 

schedule of events, and a list of the attendees to date who have sent 

in a registration form and payment.  Note: Some of you have hotel 

reservations, but have not sent in a registration form and pay-

ment.  Check the list of registered attendees. Enclosed (last page) is 

a registration form you can download or print. If you like, down-

load the form from the A-37 Association’s newly renovated web-

site at www.a-37.org.. The new website is still under construction, 

but has the most time-critical information.  Check it out and give 

me some feedback. 

On page 4 is continuation of unit histories of A-37-equipped units 

during the Vietnam War as found in the Air Force Historical Re-

search Center at Maxwell.  Previous editions of The Dragonfly 

have covered various time periods.  The intention is to continue the 

604th ACS and 604th SOS through operations as an active unit, 

then pick up those histories of the 8th and 90th that haven’t already 

been published. 

The next installment on page 6 of Fred Long’s unpublished book 

“And So It Began” is a close look at the support side of operations 

at Bien Hoa during the first year.  It’s a good read. 

By the way, our inventory of “Dragonfly: A– 37s over Vietnam” 

is getting low, eleven hardbacks and eight soft covers. Orders con-

tinue to come in and there are no plans to reprint. So a word to the 

wise. 

                           ....Jerry Sailors 

 

A newsletter of the A-37 Association, Inc.

A three-ship formation takes off on the first combat 

mission, 15 August 1967. 

USAF Photo 
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           amscom@embarqmail.com 

  The Dragonfly is a publication of the A-37 Association  
published quarterly (except when within three months of 
a reunion, then monthly), as a service to the member-
ship, new contacts, and other interested parties. 
  The views expressed herein are those of the editors/
authors and do not necessarily reflect any official posi-
tion of the A-37 Association.  The editors reserve the 
right to print any article/letter/email/photo deemed to be 
of  interest to members. 
  We also reserve the right to edit any article to fit space 
available and to reject any material considered inappro-
priate.  We invite and encourage members/contacts to 
submit articles/letters/emails/photos. 

Visit our website:  www.a-37.org 

and supplement to it:  https://
thea37association.shutterfly.com/ 

At Bien Hoa 1969-1970 and again in 1972. I still have a 
couple MPCs and 2 NCO cards. I loaded bombs (46250 MOS 
if I remember right) on A-37 at Bien Hoa. I wrote a little story 
for your newsletter years ago. I may try and make it to the 
reunion in the Black Hills. Beautiful place. Keep it going. 

John Zuspan, President 

Track Guy Consultants    Cell: 973-222-1300   

934 Royal Ct.           Off: 724-873-7333 

Canonsburg, PA 15317    www.trackguy.com  

www.trackguy.com 
 

7/10/2017 (From Jeff Boston) 

Saw the Dragonfly challenge coin pics in the latest A-37 

Association newsletter and would like to know how to get one 

(or more). 

I was a Rustic O-2A FAC in Bien Hoa, 1970-71, and al-

ways enjoyed having a flight of A-37s check-in. 

I flew one A-37 mission with Earl Combs, a UPT classmate, 

in the spring of 70.  After going home, I instructed in the T-37 

at Vance.  Never could stop wishing for one with a pair of 

J85s. 

 

Jeff Boston, Rustic 51 

 

7/11/2017  (From Babs Komac) 

Hi, my name is Babs Komac.  My husband SGM Edward 

Komac (Ret)  was a member of your association. He passed 

27 March 2016. 

 Just a quick note. I am going to Ft Lee in Richmond, Virgin-

ia to accept a very special Honor tomorrow. He was inducted 

to the ORDNANCE HALL OF FAME . This is so special. I 

am honored to accept this for him.  So sad he can't be here to 

accept the honor himself  

  Ed enjoyed your association.  I felt I should let you know of 

this honor to one of your members. 

Thank you , Babs Komac  

(In response: 7/11/2017) 

Babs, thank you for contacting me, and please accept the 

condolences of the A-37 Association on Edward’s pass-

ing.  Weapons specialists were so very important to the suc-

cess of our mission, and to be inducted into the ORDNANCE 

HALL OF FAME is indeed an honor.  We’ll include that note 

in our next newsletter…. Jerry Sailors 

 
7/14/2017  (From Phil Cox, re War Story in July newsletter) 
 

The aircraft hit by rocket fire and exploded with bombs and 

napalm was Cox’s Claw.  We had been given permission to 

own and name our own aircraft very briefly during our com-

bat evaluation;  similar to WWII naming of the B-17s.  That 

aspect of our approach came to a quick end and was not re-

peated.  The nose of the aircraft was painted with Cox’s Claw 

and anyone having a picture has a rarity not to be repeated.  I 

frequently remember and dream of flying that aircraft. 

Member Update:  

Gone West:   

Edward Komac - 27 March 2016 

 

Emails 
7/9/2017 (From Claude Newland) 

Thanks for keeping me (and the Rustics) in the loop with 

your A-37 newsletter.  Attached is our latest newsletter.  

Thanks, Claude Newland, Rustic 19 

7/8/2017 (From John Zuspan) 

I am a lifetime member of the A-37 club and saw a coin 
that you have available. Would like to inquiry about how I 
get one.  (Ed. note: See page 3 for ordering information.) 

http://www.trackguy.com/


“Cleared Hot” 

(Continued from  p. 1) 

T-shirt that some of you got hold of that proudly 

displays an A-37B leading three A-10s to the 

runway along with the caption: “Who’s Your 

Daddy?”  Truer words were never spoken and 

your tireless efforts fifty years ago were respon-

sible for two more generations of close-air-

support attack aircraft that will save numerous 

lives of allied forces when they need pinpoint 

accuracy.  Well Done Guys!!!! 

    We’re a month short of the 50th anniversary 

reunion of the Dragonfly. We’re putting the fin-

ishing touches on our plans, hoping this reunion 

will be another smash hit.  At present, we have 

confirmed commitments of 40 some folks with 

the list growing and a whole new series of good-

ies for all attendees.  A tour of historical sites 

will fill another square on your “Bucket List.”  

We’ll also be bringing the last of the hard and 

softcover books, thus ending a three-year sales 

event of roughly 450 books. I suggest you bring 

money and leave room in your suitcases.  

  A quick word on the weather for you folks 

south of the Mason-Dixon line—remember the 

reunion will be in September and South Dakota 

is a northern state.  It might be nice during the 

day, but could get down in the 40s at night, so be 

prepared.  

Finally, we understand our membership is get-

ting older and some of you older Dragons, Raps, 

Dice, and Dogs may not be able to make Rapid 

City. You may not be able to attend, but you will 

be remembered and honored for your dedicated 

service and selfless efforts to keep the bird and 

the Association alive.  We’ll look forward to see-

ing you at the 2019 reunion. 

For all others, SEE YOU IN SEPTEMBER, 

“WHERE EVERYONE KNOWS YOUR NAME.” 
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From Judy Grahn: 

Time to make final preparations for our Fiftieth Anniversary Re-

union.  A few items to keep in mind: 

1. Deadline for hotel reservations is August 14 (see enclosed regis-

tration form). 

2. Have registration forms to Jerry Sailors by 1 September.  

3. Pack for the unpredictable weather, which will most likely be 

summery with afternoon showers, but cooler for the  evening 

Veteran’s outdoor Memorial Ceremony at Mount Rushmore. 

4. Guys, would be nice to wear A-37 shirts to Rushmore.  Suggest 

layering as you will be able to leave jackets, etc. on the bus if 

not needed. Think comfortable shoes for the tour.  

5. Several options for sightseeing on your own or just enjoy visit-

ing in the hospitality room. 

6. Prepare to have a great time!!! 

7. Questions: Judy Grahn 850-835-4495 or email  

vicnjudy@cox.net. 

Want to order a coin? 
One recent email asked how to order the 

challenge coin.  Mea culpa.  I failed to in-

clude that information in that edition, so, if 

you would like one, send payment of $10 

per coin plus $3 shipping (make it $4 if you 

order three) to The A-37 Association, 142 

Arrowhead Drive, Montgomery, AL 36117.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

  
(The following is taken from the 604th ACS Unit History, April 

- June 1968.) 

During this period, the 604th Air Commando Squadron 

(Fighter) of Bien Hoa AB, RVN, flew 3,863 combat sorties 

against the Communist Viet Cong, North Vietnamese 

insurgents, and Pathet Lao.  On 2 April, Colonel Weber 

flew the squadron’s 10,000th combat sortie, adding another 

accomplishment to the squadron’s short history...Operating 

out of its home base at Bien Hoa and its operating location 

(OL-1) at Pleiku, the 604th supported operations from the 

Demilitarized Zone to the tip of the Mekong Delta, flying 

close air support and interdiction missions both day and 

night.   

OL-1 completed its assignment at Pleiku and returned all 

eleven pilots and eight aircraft to Bien Hoa on 14 April.  

Major Cisco, the detachment commander, remained at 

Pleiku for several days to supervise packing of equipment 

and arranging for airlift back to Bien Hoa.  The A-37’s 

performance during this operation was highly successful in 

two of three phases of operation and only partially success-

ful in the third.  The aircraft was considered one of the  

best in interdiction, truck busting, troops in contact, and 

close air support, but limited in the forward air control 

role. 

When the Pleiku detachment returned, the squadron’s 

daily sortie rate at Bien Hoa rose from 24 to 38 plus the 

normal alert aircraft, flown primarily in the III and IV 

Corps. 

On 5 May, the enemy started the second offensive on 

Saigon and the surrounding areas with attacks on the 

Cholon District and the southeastern side of the city.  

Surrounding bases, including Bien Hoa, were harassed by 

rocket and mortar attacks almost nightly.  No major 

damage was suffered by the 604th and all sorties were 

launched on time. 

New pilots started arriving the first part of April, and the 

squadron assumed a dual mission: flying its regular combat 

sorties and bringing the new pilots up to the high standards 

expected in the squadron, which was accomplished with 

evening classes, right-seat orientation flights, and left-seat 

checkouts.  All training was accomplished in the minimum 

time without sacrifice of safety or procedures.  

The 604th moved into new crew quarters in May and the 

air-conditioned, private rooms were a big boost to morale.  

All members of the squadron are now housed in two 

buildings (2940 and 2942) and procedures to set up newly 

arrived personnel were set up.  One inconvenience was the 

lack of washers and dryers, which, if present, would 

minimize the loss of hard-to-get flight suits and personal 

clothing.  

Lieutenant Colonel Weber flew his 356th and final 

combat mission on 14 June.  Taking his place was Lieuten-

ant Colonel Walter V. Woods, who came from McDill 

AFB, Florida, where he commanded an F-4D unit.  Also 

arriving was Major Robert D. Power, who assumed the 

duties of squadron operations officer.  Major Power flew   

F-4D’s at George AFB, California.  

The squadron suffered two combat losses during this 

period: Captain Jack Held and Second Lieutenant David 

Whitehill.  Captain Held was shot down on 17 April on the 

012 radial of the Bien Hoa TACAN at 62 miles while 

making a CBU pass.  It is believed his aircraft was hit in 

the horizontal stabilizer and the elevator with multiple .50 

caliber small arms fire.  Captain 

Held did successfully eject and 

his wingman capped him all the 

way down.  The rescue chopper 

was vectored in by Capt. Held’s 

survival beeper. The pararescue 

team found the parachute, but 

no one around or any blood or 

signs of a struggle, but did note 

several sets of  footprints in the 

area and received moderate 

small arms fire while attempt-

ing to locate the pilot.  Captain Held is still listed as 

missing in action. 

Lt. Whitehill was killed in action on 24 May about 0715 

hours while on a Hades escort mission.  The copilot on 

Hades 3 said that Lt. Whitehill rolled in to provide cover 

on the right side of the Hades.  He never pulled out of the 

dive.  His body was found 75 meters from the aircraft 

wreckage with his chute half deployed.  

An increasingly critical problem has been developing 

over the last several months in communications-navigation 

equipment.  Spare parts are not arriving rapidly enough to 

equal the break rate.  Safety of flight priority requisitions, 

generally the highest possible for this type of equipment, is 

not sufficient to meet demand.  The problem is beginning 

to cause serious scheduling difficulties due to the large 

number of deficiencies.  A letter has been submitted to 

base supply requesting they initiate a supply difficulty 

letter to Warner Robins Materiel Area to help alleviate the 

problem. 

Continued on p. 5)                                       
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From the Archives 

Captain Jack Held 

    February 1968 

Photo: Jerry Sailors  CollectionPhoto: Jerry Sailors Collection 
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(Continued from p. 4) 

The supply of blower-motor fans which help cool the 

aircraft’s comm/nav equipment compartment has  become 

critically short. More than 100 have been used since 

August 1967.  NORS-G requests were recently made 

which required that the assets be obtained from the 

VNAF.  Materiel Control had requested Quality Control 

and Maintenance Squadron to initiate an Emergency 

Unsatisfactory Report concerning this fan, failure of 

which is directly mentioned.  Action has been taken to 

increase the bench level stock from two to twenty-five, 

and the A-37 Weapon Supply Liaison Office is attempting 

to follow up on the 31 fans already due. 

Tremendous energy was concentrated on getting the 

parts required to repair battle damage to aircraft number 

514.  Several letters to Base Supply resulted in messages 

to the depot requesting improved delivery dates and firm 

shipping information.  Calls were made to San Antonio 

Air Materiel Area on a regular basis in an attempt to get 

the most up-to-date status.  Maintenance and Supply 

investigated the possibilities of local manufacture for 

some of the remaining items due in.  Several can and were 

made at base level.  The end result of this effort was 

realized on 20 June when 514 flew its first combat sortie 

since it received the battle damage. 

Munitions and armament nose gun difficulties continue 

to be a problem associated with non-availability of supply 

parts, which has caused the nose gun to be used only in 

emergencies.  Efforts were made to have the contractor 

ship additional dual rate control boxes.  Supply attempted 

to locate replacement blast tubes.   

The rocket pods, LAU-54’s, and LAU 59’s, have been 

put aside because of their erratic fire-out rate.  In their 

place, we have been using LAU 3’s with great success, 

because they are easier to maintain, have a fast turn 

around rate, and a greater fire power potential over the 

54’s and 59’s. 

Drop tanks are a continuing problem item.  The invento-

ry manager believes we possess 30 more than the 69 on 

hand and is reluctant to purchase any large quantity.  All 

on hand are presently in use on the aircraft as 780-

required and there are no spares.  In addition to the 

difficulty obtaining whole drop tanks as spares and as 

replacement for those condemned or jettisoned, we have 

some difficulty obtaining component parts for repair of 

damaged fuel tanks.  These items are presently coded 

munitions items as our drop tank is a modified napalm 

container, which makes them impossible to obtain through 

normal supply channels.  At our request, base supply has 

written to the establishment of normal supply channels to 

obtain these items. 

At the beginning of June a new frag system for targets 

came into effect.  While the old system provided exact 

target coordinates, the new system gave a common 

rendezvous point from which the pilot would be diverted 

to a target.  The old system permitted the flight lead to 

brief all the small particulars of the flight, i.e., escape 

routes, closest emergency 

airfields, etc., and the new 

system makes this impossi-

ble.  At the same time, the 

new system makes possible 

a quicker response to 

requests made by ground 

forces for air support. 

On 1 June, the squadron 

became completely depend-

ent on the Wing for support.  All our maintenance person-

nel were pooled into the Wing shops, which included 

Field Maintenance, Munitions Maintenance (except the 

weapons loaders who are still accountable to the squad-

ron), Quality Control, Materiel Control, Maintenance 

Control, and Job Control. 

Previously, all maintenance was under the direct control 

of the squadron commander.  It is a little early to speculate 

on this move, but since 1 June the NORS rate has jumped 

from 0.7 in May to 4.2 in June with it being noted that it is 

taking longer for maintenance due to dispatching mechan-

ics who are unfamiliar with the aircraft. 
 (Ed. note:  Unit histories under the 3rd TFW normally contained up 

to five volumes covering every aspect of the wing’s operations, 

including the 604th’s support units.  After the 604th’s support 

capability began transferring to the Wing in June 1968, the squadron 

history from then on covered flight operations almost exclusively.) 

     511 coming out of the blocks 

USAF Photo 

604th ACS (Fighter) Organization 

Commander, 3 TFW 

Colonel Homer K Hansen   

Squadron Commander 

L/Col Walter V Woods 

Asst Operations 

Maj Robert D Powers 

Operations 

Major Donald B Dalton 

Chief of Maintenance 

Maj Russell A Penney 

Aircrews 

Personal Eqpt 

Organizational Mx 

Capt Darel H Ray 

Field Mx 

Capt Curtis G Arino 

Munitions Mx 

Capt Earl M White 



   AND SO IT BEGAN   

(Continued, Chapter 8, of an unpublished book by Fred Long)  

 My anxiety had been caused by a report that Pleiku Air 

Base had been hit by the Viet Cong that morning. Some of 

our guys had rotated to Pleiku when my tour there ended 

and I was concerned about them. This was the beginning 

of the Vietnamese lunar New Year, referred to by the Vi-

etnamese as Tet, the most celebrated holiday in the Viet-

namese calendar, and although both sides agreed to a 

cease-fire, the truce was now broken.  

 When I walked inside the barracks I learned from one of 

the guys that no one in our squadron had been injured in 

the attack on Pleiku, but I also learned that the base barber 

here at Bien Hoa had been killed sometime during the 

night. He was the best barber on the base and I always 

went to him. By this time I had grown sideburns, which 

was not a regulation haircut, but he didn’t cut them off 

like other barbers did and I liked him. I was told he was at 

a rocket launch site about five miles from the base. My 

informer told me the rockets were aimed to hit the Army 

base at Long Binh Post. We dropped bombs on the site, he 

said, and when the Army went in my friendly barber was 

among those found dead. He was a spy. It was hard to say 

what information he had gathered and passed on from the 

daily chitchat that circulates in a barbershop. 

 This news was more alarming than assuring. How many 

spies were on the base? How many had I walked past just 

minutes earlier? How many Vietnamese men and women 

working quietly on the base have been gathering daily 

information that could be used against us? It made me 

wonder if any rocket launch sites were aimed at our base. 

Most people felt we didn’t have anything to worry about. 

Any rocket site near the base would be detected and put 

out of commission, just like the one aimed at Long Binh 

Post. At least, that’s what most people thought, and what 

we were told. I went to sleep that night thinking if any-

thing was going to happen we would know about it ahead 

of time. 

  An alarming explosion that jarred the entire barracks 

suddenly disrupted my sleep, which had been so quiet and 

soothing. It was 3:00 A.M. I must have been sleeping on 

the edge of my bunk because I found myself lying face 

down and horizontal on the floor! Apparently the blast of 

the first rocket which had landed in the latrine on the other 

side of my wall sent me to the floor, or maybe I instinc-

tively rolled out of bed. I don’t know. I could see Leonard 

pushing the covers from him to sit up in the bed. I knew 

he was OK. 

                                                                                      

The barracks was wide awake and the ruckus made by 

other airmen as they climbed from their beds accentuated 

the alarm. I quickly jumped to my feet and could see 

Leonard fumbling about the table that separated our 

bunks, looking for his glasses. “We’ve got to get out of 

here!!!” I screamed at him. 

 “I can’t see without my glasses,” he told me, putting 

them across his eyes and standing to his feet. 

 Rushing into the hall, I pushed against the door to the 

latrine but was unable to budge it. I leaned harder against 

it, pushing against it with my shoulder with all my might, 

feeling the other airmen coming up behind me. Finally, I 

got it open just enough to see the crumbled wreckage of 

smoldering, twisted debris scattered zigzaggedly across 

the murky room. “We can’t get out this way!” I yelled, 

and immediately everyone turned and started running to 

the other exit that was at the far end of the barracks. 

  Another rocket, perhaps the second or third, was screech-

ing across the sky as the base siren began screaming its 

pulsating cry. We ran into the bunker, the rocket hitting 

another target with a thundering explosion as we ducked 

into the safety of the sandbag-lined hideaway. It was 

deathly quiet inside, all of us huddled together, with our 

hearts racing, confused and still disoriented by the early 

unexpected, abrupt awaking. 

  With each whooshing sound, followed by a nerve-

breaking explosion like lightning hitting the ground right 

next to you, we counted the 122-mm rockets that seemed 

to be crossing right above our heads, leaving a sulfuric 

like odor in the air. This, combined with the nauseating 

stench from the humidity-soaked sandbags, put a repug-

nant, annoying taste lingering in the mouth and nostrils. 

The rocket bombardment continued with each blast 

seemingly getting farther away, and the tension was be-

ginning to lift. One by one we reassured each other that no 

one was left behind. In a fifteen- or twenty-minute time 

span, we counted forty-five explosions and everything 

became quiet. 

 It was a scary quietness as we waited. Someone had 

thought to grab a radio and we learned that a battalion of 

VC (Viet Cong) and North Vietnamese had infiltrated the 

base. We grumbled amongst ourselves that we didn’t have 

guns to defend ourselves with. We could hear machine-

gun fire, but didn’t know which side it was coming from. 

It was a feeling of being trapped, imprisoned in an over-

sized sarcophagus, waiting for the enemy to appear at the 

opening and send us all to the happy hunting ground. 

 

(Continued on p. 7) 
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 It may have been around 4:00 A.M. when we started to 

emerge from the bunker. We could hear small-arms fire 

and the sky was bright with ground launched “trip flares” 

that slowly descended in a rocky motion. 

 From the chatter on the radio, we learned that the ene-

my had crossed the perimeter east of the runway. I went 

to my room to get dressed, jerking the clothes on as a 

sickness churned in my stomach, seeing the wall that had 

been my only protection from death. I sat at the edge of 

my bed pulling my shoes on, trying not to think about it 

and hurried back outside. 

 I didn’t know where Leonard had gone and I went back 

to the bunker looking for him, hearing someone say Eric 

Jackson had been struck with something in the leg. They 

said he was OK, that he would be getting a Purple Heart. 

From the way they talked, I thought it was wood frag-

ments from our exploding latrine, but I later learned it 

was shrapnel. William Lynch broke his leg when jumping 

from the second story landing of his barracks, and another 

man had been shot in the hip. I went to the second-floor 

landing of our barracks to see what I could observe from 

that height. 

 Army helicopters with the 334th Armed Helicopter 

Company were circling around the east end of the runway 

where the Air Force 3rd Security Police Squadron at Bien 

Hoa had them pinned down in and around the drainage 

ditch. Flares, bright enough to illuminate a city block, 

burst against the night sky as Army Huey Cobra gunships 

fired red streams of 

tracers into the enemy. 

It was a glorious sight 

watching them cross 

back and forth, and I 

was almost jumping 

with joy when suddenly 

the sound of a whizzing 

bullet went speeding 

past me. I dropped to 

the floor while turning inside and ran in a crouched posi-

tion to the other end of the barracks as hard as I could. 

The firing continued and I kept low until it was silent 

again. After a long wait, I went back to the ground where 

I decided to stay. 

The fighting continued well into the morning but by 

7:00 A.M. it was silent again. The enemy had been neu-

tralized. At least 153 were killed and 25 captured. Ru-

mors circulated that the VC were carrying Soviet AK 47s 

and that teams of Security Police were making sweeps 

through the base killing two near the chow hall. 

 Bien Hoa city was destroyed by heavy rocket and motor 

fire and off-limits to all Air Force personnel. Saigon and 

nearby Long Binh Post had also been under siege, along 

with nearly every U.S. military base and at least 100 

towns and cities. I walked to the flight line. The Army 

and Security Police were picking up the dead and throw-

ing them into the back of a two-and-a-half-ton truck. I 

didn’t get close and didn’t 

stay long. 

 Sometime later I hooked 

up with Leonard and Dex-

ter. We walked the base 

surveying the damage. One 

of our aircraft had taken a 

direct hit. It was A-37 

number 517, loaded down 

with napalm and 750-

pound bombs. Nothing was left but a hole in the ground. 

 That afternoon we were assigned a new barracks and 

the next few hours were spent moving. It was a long, dif-

ficult, exhausting day when I crashed on my bed that 

night. I hoped I would be able to get some sleep. 

The next morning I went to the chow hall where all the 

talk was the attack of yesterday. Everyone was somber, 

chattering in low tones while eating quickly, and looking 

from side to side with jerky motions that showed they 

were still uneasy, that they were still rattled, plagued with 

the stabbing question: “How could we let a battalion of 

VC on our base?”   No one seemed to have the answer. 

 By that time all the stragglers had been apprehended 

and the base secured. Throughout the day reports of 

fighting in Saigon continued and we learned Hue had 

been captured by the enemy. On the flight line, our 

ground crews seemed energized, working doubly hard to 

get aircraft in the air, handling work orders in record time 

as, one after another, the A-37 taxied to the runway and in 

a roaring burst of flame-fired thunder shot upwards into 

the clouds. 

It was like that for several days, but by the end of the 

week the fighting in Saigon had pretty much ended. The 

intensity had not diminished and fatigue was at a thresh-

old as fourteen- and sixteen-hour days under the intense 

heat of the scorching flight line drained every ounce of 

strength from perspiration-soaked bodies. But we were 

winning, and each report that we had inflicted a blow 

against the enemy seemed to rejuvenate us. 

(Continued in September 2017 newsletter) 

...the smallest fighter ... the fastest gun 
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              A-37 weapons load 

Trip flares over east end of runway 

Photo: William Dexter Collection 

USAF Photo 
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A-37 Association, Inc. 
142 Arrowhead Drive 
Montgomery, AL 36117 

 

Inside is the August 2017 newsletter of the A-37 Association.  You have indicated a preference to re-
ceive this publication by postal mail.  If you wish to continue receiving the newsletter by post, you don’t 
have to do anything.   If you wish to change your preference, please circle option a or b  below and send 
this page to the return address above. 

Circle choice: 

a. Change my mailing address to __________________________________________ 

b. Take me off the mailing list. 

Or if you prefer to receive newsletter by email, go to www.a-37.org and email Jerry Sailors. 

 

-mailing label- 

  

   The A-37 commemorative (challenge) coin  

       ….. uniquely designed for dedication of the A-37 plaque at the USAF Academy in June 2016 

                    ….. a memento you can carry with you at all times        

       ….. a good way to get a freebie drink from your A-37 buddy who doesn’t have one with him 

   For ordering information, contact Jerry Sailors at dragonfly369@charter.net 

 

    



___ 

___ 

A-37 Association 
50th Anniversary of Project Combat Dragon 

Rapid City, South Dakota 
14-17 September 2017 

Clear Form 

To facilitate planning, please complete and ensure we receive this form no later than 1 Sep 2017. (For A-37 Association use only) 

Cancellations:  now - 31 July:  Full refund 1 Aug - 31 Aug: 50% refund 1 Sep - 14 Sep: no refund 

Name Nickname for nametag) _______________________           

Address City State ____Zip _________ 

Primary phone 

Spouse/Guest(s) Name 

Email _____________________________________

Nickname (for nametag) 

Require a special diet or accommodations? You? ____ Guest? ____ (Please explain in Remarks below.) 

x $30 = 
Registration Fees (cover arrival packet, hospitality room, snacks, etc.) 
Current dues-paying A-37 member (Lifetime, Honorary, or have paid 2017 dues) 

Non-current A-37 member/contact (never joined or haven’t yet paid 2017 dues)     _____x $50 = ______ 

   Guest(s)         ____ x $15 = ______ 

  Staying ___Holiday Inn Rushmore; ___ Howard Johnson; ___ Other - Arr date: ______ Dep date: ______ 
Holiday Inn Reservations: (605) 348-4000 or (800) 465-4329 www.rushmoreplaza.com  Code D37 Rate: $114/night  
Howard Johnson Inn: (605) 737-4656 or (844) 289-1430 www.hojorapidcity.com  Rate $115/night 

Cut-off date for guaranteed reservation in block: 14 August 2017 
Tour (Bus transportation provided - need at least 30 people to get this rate): 
Friday, 15 Sep - Pickup at Holiday Inn (10:00 AM) and Howard Johnson (10:15 AM). Tour includes: 
State GameLodge (lunch on own), Custer State Park, Crazy Horse Memorial, Mt. Rushmore National Memorial (dinner on own), 

and Rushmore Lighting Ceremony at 8:00 PM.  Return to hotels: 9:45 PM 

 Fee per person includes transportation, admission fees to sites, local narrative. Number attending:  ____x $49 =$ ______ 

Banquet Dinner at Holiday Inn, Saturday evening, 16 Sep (including gratuity & taxes) : 
Enter number of each requested: 
Menu: ___ Grilled Lemon Pepper Steak; ___ Pesto Crusted Chicken; ___ Grilled Salmon         x $35 = $______ 
____ Check here if no banquet meal desired. 

Total Fees ………………………………………….………………………………………….........=$ 

Paying by check: Make check payable to “The A-37 Association” and send with registration form to 
The A-37 Association, 142 Arrowhead Drive, Montgomery, AL 36117 

Paying by credit card through Paypal: 

1. Using “Save As,” save form as a pdf to hard drive with new file name, e.g., Rapid City - last name.
2. Use your computer to complete saved form.
3. Email completed copy of form to dragonfly369@charter.net
4. Go to www.paypal.com and send total amount owed to dragonfly369@charter.net

Remarks: 

Questions? Contact: Jerry Sailors at dragonfly369@charter.net or 334-328-7575
Clear Form

(For A-37 Association use only) 
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